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This work sought to evaluate the explosion severity on hydrogen enrichment in methane-air mixture
explosion. For this purpose, different hydrogen mixture compositions ranges between 4 to 8% v/v were
considered. This work was performed using CFD tool FLACS that has been well validated for safety
studies on both natural gas/methane and hydrogen system. FLACS is used to validate the maximum
pressure and flame speed predicted by the CFD tool for combustion of premixed mixtures of methane and
hydrogen against the experimental data. Experimental work was carried out in a closed pipe containing 90degree bends with a volume of 0.41 m3, operating at ambient conditions. From the experiment
observation, it shown that the coupling effect of bending and thermal diffusivity gave the dramatic influent
on explosion severity in hydrogen-methane/air at very lean concentration. However, simulation results
showed that FLACs is under-predicting the overpressure at very lean concentration of hydrogen in
methane/air mixtures. It can be said that lower hydrogen content in methane/air mixture limits the
hydrogen diffusivity, leading to the decrease of the burning rate and flame speeds. It is also demonstrated
that the presence of 90-degree bend in closed pipe system increases the simulated flame speeds to the
factor of 2-3, as compared to the experimental data. There are significant discrepancies between
experimental and simulation, however, the results seem conservative in general.

1. Introduction
The acceleration of the flame inside a pipe is a complex phenomenon involving several variables spanning
from fuel nature and mixture composition to geometrical characteristics of the pipe such as length,
diameter, wall roughness or presence of obstacles in the flame path. During explosions, flame flow through
the pipe is usually laminar at its initial propagation. Overpressure is only generated later, due to rapid
turbulent combustion in the shear layers and recirculation zones induced by the obstacles created either
by blockage or bending (Fairweather et al., 1999). As the turbulence intensity increases, the flame front
configuration becomes more complicated. The overall explosion process may accelerate further as the
flame front velocity increases, due to deflagration of turbulent burning. Turbulent velocity is a key
parameter governing the process of flame acceleration as the rise in burning and pressure in pipe is due to
the interaction of expansion-induced flow of a flame front that travels to the unburned mixture of a
combustible fuel in a premixed combustion system, in which amplify the turbulence and flame speed as
reported by Kasmani et al (2012, 2013). The influence of bends was also of interest, as they are often
perceived as a complicated problem involving the interaction between fluid dynamics, heat transfer and
turbulent combustion by promoting flame acceleration and detonation even though little previous published
work exists to justify or quantify this perception of increased risk on detonation (Blanchard et al, 2010).
Phylaktou at al (1993) showed that with a short tube of a 90 degree bend can enhance the flame speed by
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a facttor of five and was equated to the effect of baffle with a blockage ra
atio of 20 % at
a the same po
osition.
Chatra
athi et al (199
92) work obse
erved that whe
en 90 degree bend placed half
h way down
n a tube, there
e is an
increm
ment of 24 % on
o flame acce
eleration.
Neverrtheless, the effect
e
of the obstruction
o
on
n the explosio
on severity re
elated to hydrrogen enrichm
ment in
metha
ane-air mixture
es is still uncle
ear. Yet, hydro
ogen is comm
monly used to blend
b
with me
ethane as alterrnative
fuel fo
or extending th
he flammabilitty limit (Di Sarrli and Benede
etto, 2008). To
o be noted tha
at hydrogen be
ehaves
intrinssically with oth
her hydrocarbo
on, for instanc
ce i.e. hydroge
en possess higher specific heat energy, higher
diffusiivity rate, wide
e range of fla
ammability lim
mit and such. Thus
T
blended
d hydrogen wiith hydrocarbo
on gas
especcially methane
e tends to create issues associated with
w
reaction location and the flame stability
s
(Cammarota et al, 2009). Porow
wski and Teodo
orczyk (2013) carried out work
w
on the hyydrogen-metha
ane/air
mixturres explosionss in pipe, how
wever they on
nly focus on straight
s
pipelin
ne with blocka
age ratio 0.4 to 0.7.
For au
uthors’ knowle
edge, there is sparse inform
mation on hydrrogen-methane/air mixturess explosion in closed
pipe o
or confined ve
essel, making this investiga
ation as an entrée for other related resea
arch investigattion on
impacct of blending hydrogen in methane
m
on ex
xplosion severrity in pipe, particularly in be
ending configu
uration.
The uncertainty of
o the flame propagation patterns and
d the overprressures could pose sign
nificant
conse
equences in applying the sttandard testing of protective
e measures such
s
as flame arrester (EN1
12874,
2001)).
Hence
e, this paper highlights the
e effect of ad
dding very le
ean hydrogen in methane-air mixture to
owards
explossion characteristics in closed pipe, focusing on bend
ding configurattion by using CFD code FLACS.
Part o
of the work is reported
r
elsew
where (see Em
mani et al (201
13) and Kiah and
a Kasmani (2013)),
(
.

2. Experimenta
E
al set-up
A serries of tests were conduccted to observ
ve the flame behaviour and
a
pressure profile for diifferent
metha
ane-air-hydrog
gen mixture cconcentrations. The test geometry con
nsist of a ho
orizontal stee
el pipe
(lengtth,= 2.0 m, dia
ameter = 0.1 m,
m volume = 0.41
0
m3) with 90
9 degree ben
nds (radius = 0.1 m) and ad
dded a
furthe
er 1 m to the le
ength of the pipe based on the centreline
e length of the segment. The
e pipe was ma
ade up
of a n
number of segments ranging
g from 0.5 to 1 m in length,, bolted togeth
her with a gassket seal in-be
etween
the co
onnections and
d blind flangess at both ends
s. Figure 1 sho
ows the schem
matic of the exxperimental rig
g.
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Figure
e 1 Schematicc configuration
n of pipe, therm
mocouples de
enote as T1-T9 and P1-P5 ind
dicates the pre
ressure
transd
ducer
All tested mixture methane-air--hydrogen we
ere prepared using partial pressure me
ethod with diifferent
hydrogen and meth
hane concentrration initially at atmospheriic condition. . Different hydrogen concen
ntration
(i.e. 3
3, 4, 6 and 8%
% v/v) added in
nto methane-a
air mixtures (i.e. 97, 96, 94
4 and 98%v/v)) was used an
nd only
end ig
gnition will be considered in this paper. The flammable mixture wa
as initiated by an electrical spark,
which gives 16 J energies
e
for th
he gas explosiion tests. Maxximum pressu
ure, Pmax was measured at the P1
pressure transduce
er (Keller Serries 11) close
e to the upsttream end of the explosio
on pipe and P3
P will
repressent best the pressure
p
at be
ending. Flame
e speeds were
e measured fro
om the time of
o arrival of the
e flame
at an array of therm
mocouples on the
t pipe cente
erline. The ave
erage flame sp
peed between
n two thermocouples
was d
determined and ascribed to the mid-point of the distancce between the thermocoup
ples. Thermocouples
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used in this work are
a mineral insulated, expo
osed junction, type K therm
mocouples. The response time for
this tyype of thermoccouple is abou
ut < 2 m/s. A 16-channel tra
ansient data recorder
r
from National Instrrument
was u
used to recorrd and processs all the data. Each exp
plosion was re
epeated at le
east three tim
mes for
accura
acy and repro
oducibility.

3. Th
he CFD-FLAC
CS simulatio
on
The ssimulation repo
orted in this p
paper has bee
en carried out using CFD to
ool FLACS, ve
ersion 9.1 (Ge
exCon,
2010)). The FLACS code is prima
arily aimed at simulating the
e dispersion of
o flammable gas
g in processs areas
and ssubsequent explosions
e
of gas-air mixttures. The co
onservation equations
e
for mass, mome
entum,
enthalpy, turbulence and speciess, closed by th
he ideal gas la
aw are include
ed. The CFD model
m
solves the
t 3D
Reyno
olds-averaged
d Navier-Stoke
es equations on a Cartesia
an grid. The conservation
c
e
equations
for mass,
mome
entum, enthallpy and chem
mical species are solved using a finite
e-volume metthod. Turbulence is
modelled using the
e two-equatio
on k-ε model.. The interacction between the reactive fluid flow an
nd the
surrou
unding geome
etry is taken in
nto considerattion through a distributed porosity concept. The k-ε model is
modifified to capture
e the effect of turbulence prroduction from
m subgrid geo
ometry. FLACS
S is based on
n flame
model, giving a flam
me thickness of 3-5 grid ce
ells and ensurres that the fla
ame propagattes into the re
eactant
with th
he specified velocity
v
that acccounts, among others, for the flame wriinkling due to the instabilitie
es and
turbulence level.
3.1 Model setup
In thiss work, the ge
eometry model that best rep
plicates the acctual experime
ental rig is sho
own in Figure 2. The
domain in which the
e grid was deffined ranged between
b
-1 to 3 m in the x and
a y direction
ns while 0 to 0.m in z
direction, equivalen
nt to 0.05 m grid
g size. It is worth noting that 0.05 m grid
g cell size in
ndicates reaso
onable
predicction on explo
osion propertiies in 90 deg
gree closed pipe
p
using hyd
drogen-metha
ane-air mixture
e. The
bound
dary conditions used in the model were adiabatic
a
wall and outer pa
art of the boun
ndary is assum
med to
be at atmospheric pressure. The ignition point is set at close at the upstream of th
he pipe end and
a
six
monito
or point is asssigned at diffe
erent coordinates, representts as M1, M2,, M3, M4, and
d M5 to measu
ure the
pressure-time and flame
f
velocityy-time data, ass shown in Fig
gure 2.. The in
nitial pressure
e and tempera
ature is
set to be at atmospheric condition.
Ign
nition point
.

2m

Figure
e 2 The geometry of compu
utational doma
ain in FLACs numerical
n
simu
ulation

4. Re
esults and discussion
4.1 Prressure gene
eration in ben
nd pipe.

1m
The pressure-time
p
profile is illusstrated in Figu
ure 3a-d for th
he case with and
a without hyydrogen addittion on
metha
ane/air mixture
es. It can be observed thatt time taken to
o reach maxim
mum peak of 6 bars is 100
0 times
fasterr for methan
ne/air mixturess in FLACs, in comparison with
w experimental result as shown in Figu
ure 3a.
This would
w
suggestt that, adiabattic wall assum
mption in FLAC
Cs tend to limit the quenchin
ng rate drama
atically,
leadin
ng to the continuous reactio
on (when hot flame is in co
ontact with unreacted mixtu
ure) in rapid manner
m
(Middha and Hanse
en, 2009), thuss rapidly incre
eases the enha
ancement of mass
m
burning rate.
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Howe
ever, different pressure gen
neration profile was illustra
ated for hydrrogen enrichm
ment in metha
ane-air
mixturre (Figure 3b-d), in which th
he experimenttal results gavve higher overrpressures com
mpared to sim
mulated
FLAC
Cs. It is interessting to note th
hat, there is slight or no cha
ange in pressu
ure generation
n for FLACS for
f 4, 6
and 8
8% v/v of H2 in
i 96%, 94% and 92% v/v methane/air mixture explo
osion as show
wn in Figure 3
3b – d.
Kinetically, methane is strongly depended
d
on the
t H and OH
H radical to initiate the reacttivity (Camma
arota et
al, 20
009). FLACS simulation
s
gavve under pred
dicting resultss ~30 -70% limit of discre
epancy compa
ared to
experrimental data for a veryy low concentration of h
hydrogen difffuses in me
ethane/air mixxtures.
Discre
epancies betw
ween experime
ental and num
merical resultss shown in Fig
g. 3b-d could be partly exp
plained
by un
ncertainties on
n very low H2 concentrations. Low hyd
drogen content in the metthane-air mixtture is
insuffiicient to prod
duce relevant effect in me
ethane reactivvity since the presence of H radical tends to
consu
ume methane
e molecule ra
ather to be in
nvolved in the reaction (D
Dagaut and Nicolle,
N
2005)). This
pheno
omenon may possibly dela
ay the hot flame expansion and yet reducing
r
the mass-burning
g rate.
Reyno
olds Averaged
d Navier–Stokkes (RANS) equations and a k–ε model for turbulence
e used in FLA
ACS to
resolvve diffusive fluxes is not correctly mod
delled in this case. Even though the modelled maxximum
pressure profile is reproduced, but it was lower
l
than th
he one obtain
ned in the ex
xperiments with
w
H2
gradie
ents.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

e 3 Pressure generation
g
ass a function off time at refere
ence point of M3(FLACS) and
a P3(experim
mental
Figure
rig) (a
a) 100 % meth
hane-air mixture (b) 4 % of hydrogen
h
in 96%
9
methane--air mixture (c)) 6 % of hydro
ogen in
94 % methane-air mixture
m
(d) 8 % of hydrogen
n in 92 %methane-air mixturre
ntrast, experim
mental data shown
s
in Figure 4 was con
nsistent with Sankaran
S
and Im work (2006), in
In con
in the metha
which, pressure in
ncrease signifficantly with addition
a
of ve
ery lean H2 concentration
c
ane-air
esence of 4 to
o 8 % v/v hydrrogen in the 96
9 – 98% v/v methane-air mixture
m
mixturre. It stipulated that, the pre
able to
t significantlyy increase th
he mass-burning rate. Low
wer hydrogen content in methane-air
m
m
mixture,
indica
ates smaller Le
ewis number which
w
means the diffusivity would affect the
t flame stab
bility by reduciing the
flame stretch rate as
a stated by Shoshin
S
and Goey
G
(2010). This
T
would ma
ake the flame flows
f
slowly th
hrough
eaction zone and the interaction betwe
een the availa
able flame arreas would greatly influencce the
the re
burnin
ng rate as we
ell as the presssure development. It is wo
orth noting tha
at, since low hydrogen
h
con
ntent in
metha
ane-air mixture
e, the numerical diffusion in FLACs code limit the hyd
drogen diffusivity yet reducces the
burnin
ng rate, as me
entioned earlie
er. This would directly influe
ence the masss burning rate as well as pre
essure
develo
opment in the system.
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4.2 Influence of 90
0 degree bend
ds on the flam
me speed in methane-air
m
enriched
e
hyd
drogen mixturres
The fllame propaga
ation profile along the pipe is shown in Figure 5. It can
c
be seen that
t
the influe
ence of
bending is more pro
onounce for hydrogen-meth
h
hane-air mixtu
ure explosion, about 2 timess higher at the
e bend
config
guration. It can
n be said that the instability of thermal difffusivity in hydrogen-methan
ne air mixturess is the
main factor leading
g to increase of
o flame stretcch, and this subsequently
s
w
would
increas
se the flame surface
s
area ssharply. The distortion
d
of fla
ame surface area
a
makes the
e interaction of
o fuel and oxy
ygen more fully, and
the diffusion will be
e more uniform
m, which leadss to the increa
ase of heat rellease rate and
d the accelera
ation of
the fla
ame propagattion velocity. The
T
increasin
ng flame spee
ed creates pre
essure wavess and influencces the
flame front to expand. It is wo
orth to acknow
wledge that the
t
form of fllame front will be different as it
appro
oaches and pa
asses the bend
ding, and doess cause an initial acceleratio
on of the flame.

Figure
e 4: Pressure
e -Time profile
e of hydrogen
n-methane/airr mixtures in 90-degree pip
ipeline. Dashe
ed line
indica
ates the bendin
ng position( Emani
E
et. al., 2013)
2

This ccoupling effecct of bend and
a
thermal diffusivity
d
wou
uld suggest th
hat the hydro
ogen enrichm
ment to
metha
ane/air mixturre gave the dramatic
d
incre
easing in the mass-burning
g rate of the flame
f
and turrbulent
intenssification, lead
ds to maximum overpressu
ure and flame
e speed. However, the maxximum flame speed
was o
obtained after bending for FL
LACs simulation, opposite of
o experimenta
al result (Refe
er to Figure 5). It can
eculated that the turbulent flow
be spe
f
associate
ed with the flam
me interaction
n at the bendin
ng will lead to higher
burnin
ng rate and magnification
m
o the pressure
of
e amplitude do
ownstream off the pipe (Ped
dersen and Middha,
M
2012)), giving flame
e speed at the highest of 614 m/s at 8 % hydrogen--methane/air mixtures for FLACs
F
simula
ation. Howeve
er, the flame acceleration
a
prrofile is well re
eproduced.

e 5: Experime
ental measure
ements and FLACs
F
simulattion on flame speed as a function of diistance
Figure
from iignition. Dashe
ed line indicattes the bendin
ng position.

5. Fin
nal remarks
CFD ccode FLACSss simulation ha
ave been perfo
ormed and analysed on the
e effect of bend
d pipe configu
uration.
The n
numerical mod
deling are under predicted
d the experimental result on
o predicting the
t
overpresssure of
hydrogen-methane//air explosion,, about 30 – 70
7 % limit of discrepancy.
d
H
However,
the simulation
s
see
ems to
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reasonably agree well with experiment on flame speed, suggesting that flame model k- ε may be used to
estimate the flame propagation in different pipe configuration. Some future improvements could be
implemented into the code to overcome the diffusivity constraint, for example more sophisticated
turbulence models like RNG or Realizable versions of the k– ε model currently implemented, in order to
reproduce flame acceleration observed experimentally in a better way in the obstacles region. From the
study, it shown that the coupling effect of bending and thermal diffusivity gave the dramatic influent of
explosion severity in hydrogen-methane/air at lean concentration. In practical application, bends in
pipework system should be taken into account as part of safety analysis and considered when placing
explosion protection devices such as flame arresters or venting devices.
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